Parking, directions, and accessibility

Parking: Peavine parking deck, located on the West side of campus
After 4:30 p.m. (gates are up): Park in Peavine North and follow directions to Few Hall
Business hours: Park in Peavine south visitor lot (bottom of hill)

From North Decatur, take Oxford Road into campus, turn onto Dickey Dr. Turn left on Dickey Dr./Eagle Row. You will see visitor parking on your left and the parking decks further up the road.

To Few Hall from the Quad:
Turn left on the street that runs in front of Cox Hall. Pass the bus circle and the WOODPEC. Few Hall is on the left.

To Few Hall from Peavine:
**Pedestrian:** Cross the street to the Woodruff PE center (WOODPEC). There is a path that goes between the WOODPEC and the tennis courts. Continue along the path until you reach the end. Turn left on the sidewalk and Few is on your left.

**Shuttle** (more accessible option): The Route D shuttle will pick you up from the shelter area shown on the map (in front of Peavine North) and drive up Eagle Row. Please ask the driver to drop you off at the corner of Eagle Row and Asbury Circle. From there, follow the sidewalk to the right. Few Hall is on the right before the WOODPEC.

Accessibility:
Please contact the conference organizers ([sisemory2012@gmail.com](mailto:sisemory2012@gmail.com)) about any accessibility needs. We chose this site with accessibility in mind but transport to the site is always an issue. Few Hall is a newer building with accessible entrances, restrooms, and other interior spaces, and has been designed with chemical sensitivities in mind. The shuttles are also wheelchair accessible. We encourage folks for whom walking up a steep hill may be difficult to take the shuttle.